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Spain: Barcelona Short Escape
4 Days / 3 Nights

Explore the amazing sites and culture of this vibrant city with this special Adventures by Disney Spain: Barcelona Short Escape. Relax while Adventure Guides host special guided experiences and handle all 

the travel details to make your vacation carefree!
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FLIGHT INFORMATION:

Arrive: Barcelona Airport (BCN)

Return: Port of Barcelona or Barcelona Airport (BCN)

AGES:

Minimum Age: 4

Suggested Age: 6+

MEALS:

3 Breakfasts

2 Lunches

2 Dinners

2019 SPAIN: BARCELONA SHORT ESCAPE HIGHLIGHTS

Barcelona Exploration

Discover the culture of this magnificent city through its Gothic architecture, museums, parks and people.

Montserrat

Visit the basilica, Museu de Montserrat and ride a cable car to the mountaintop for amazing views.

La Sagrada Familia

Enjoy a privately guided tour of Gaudí’s masterpiece Gothic-Art Nouveau church that embodies Barcelona.

Parque Güell

Let your imagination soar on a privately guided tour of Gaudí’s whimsical designs throughout this public park.

Flamenco Show

Experience the passion and emotion of this centuries-old Spanish dance in an amazing performance.

Pueblo Español

Walk through this open-air museum that represents the architecture of the regions of Spain.

Gothic Quarter Walking Tour

Marvel at the beauty of the Gothic architecture along the Quarter’s cobblestone streets.
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DAY 1: Barcelona

Meal(s) Included:

Dinner

Accommodations

Silken Gran Hotel Havana

Arrive in Barcelona, Spain

¡Bienvenidos a Barcelona! After exiting customs, you'll be met by an Adventures by Disney representative who 

will escort you to your transfer vehicle. Relax as the driver assists with your luggage and takes you to your hotel.

Lunch and Afternoon on Your Own in Barcelona

Let your Adventure Guides help you find the restaurants and activities in Barcelona that are ideal for your 

family's tastes. Enjoy exploring this beautiful city boasting incredible museums, galleries, parks, beaches, 

culinary delights—and amazing architecture!

Welcome Dinner at Montjuïc El Xalet

Meet your fellow Adventurers as you savor your first great meal together in Spain at this marvelous restaurant 

with stunning views, gorgeous gardens and warm décor. From the hill's panoramic vantage point, become 

acquainted with the layout of the city.
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DAY 2: Barcelona

Meal(s) Included:

Breakfast and Lunch

Accommodations

Silken Gran Hotel Havana

Breakfast at the Hotel

Begin your day with a delicious breakfast at the hotel before you board your motor coach to visit some of the 

most famous sites in Barcelona.

Privately Guided Tour of La Sagrada Família

Be awed by La Sagrada Família—the basilica that is Gaudí's most famous design featuring unique towers which 

are visible from every vantage point in the city. This Gothic-Art Nouveau church with its fantastical shapes and 

spires has become the enduring symbol of Barcelona. During your privately guided tour, learn the story behind 

this unfinished masterpiece that has remained under construction since 1882.

Privately Guided Tour of Parque Güell

Visit Park Güell, which was commissioned by Eusebi Güell in 1890 to be a stylish garden city for Barcelona 

aristocracy. Designed by Antoni Gaudí—the leading architect of Catalan modernism—it is now a public 

park and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. An imaginative outdoor playground with incredible views of 

Barcelona, Park Güell is filled with whimsical architecture including surrealist stone structures and colorful 

mosaics that reflect Antoni Gaudí’s organic style.

Lunch at Can Travi Nou

Enjoy a traditional Mediterranean meal in this cozy farmhouse from the 17th century featuring authentic 

Catalan cuisine.

Walking Tour of the Gothic Quarter

A coach carries you from lunch to a privately guided tour of the lively Gothic Quarter. Turn back the clock 

as you walk the winding cobbled streets of Old Barcelona. Hear about the fascinating history that created 

the poetic architecture that fills this rambling labyrinth of passageways and shops.

On Your Own Dinner in Barcelona

As you prepare for an evening on your own, your Adventure Guides can help you find the perfect dinner 

for all your family’s tastes.
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DAY 3: Barcelona

Meal(s) Included:

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

Accommodations

Silken Gran Hotel Havana

Tour of Montserrat

After breakfast at the hotel, ride in a motor coach through the beautiful Spanish countryside to the tram station. 

A tram carries you up Montserrat to the mystical Santa Maria de Montserrat—a Benedictine monastery 

embedded in the mountainside. Join a privately guided tour of this breathtaking monastery and its holy grotto 

known for "miracles" and mysteries.

Junior Adventurers Hike

Junior Adventurers can join an Adventure Guide for an invigorating hike on the mountain paths around 

Montserrat.

On Your Own in Montserrat

While the Junior Adventurers are hiking, explore the basilica with its 12th-century Black Virgin or visit the Museu 

de Montserrat where you can view masterpieces of major artists such as El Greco, Monet, Giordano and Dali. 

Ride the cable car up 4,054 feet (1,236 meters) to the mountaintop, where you can see all of Catalonia, the 

Pyrenees mountain range and the islands of Ibiza and Majorca.

Lunch in Montserrat

Savor a traditional Mediterranean meal at one of Montserrat’s restaurants and share stories with your 

fellow Adventurers about this morning’s experiences.

On Your Own in Barcelona

Return to Barcelona by coach where you'll have about an hour to explore more of the city.

Pueblo Español

Begin your visit to Pueblo Español on Montjuïch Hill in Barcelona with an orientation tour. Stroll through 

this open-air architectural museum that features arts and crafts—with artisans sometimes demonstrating 

their skills. Built for the 1929 International Exhibition, Pueblo Español is composed of 117 buildings made 

to resemble an Iberian village representing regions including Aragon, the Basque Country, Castile, 

Andalusia, Extremadura and Catalonia.
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Farewell Dinner with Flamenco Show

Say "adiós" to your fellow Adventurers during this dinner at Pueblo Español. As the passionate flamenco dancers 

perform, be swept up in the lyricism and fiery rhythmic patterns of flamenco music. It's an electrifying evening 

for the entire family!
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DAY 4: Barcelona

Meal(s) Included:

Breakfast

Accommodations

None

Breakfast at the Hotel

Enjoy one last breakfast at the hotel and a leisurely morning in Barcelona before you continue this unforgettable 

family vacation.

Transfer to the Port of Barcelona or Barcelona Airport (BCN)

Say goodbye to Barcelona as you board your pre-arranged transportation to the port or Barcelona Airport (BCN).
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SPAIN: BARCELONA SHORT ESCAPE TRIP TIPS

PREPARING FOR YOUR ADVENTURE

Required Travel Documentation

If you are a U.S. citizen, you will need a valid passport to enter Spain and return to the United States. Your passport must be valid six months beyond 

your intended stay and have 1-2 blank visa pages remaining. Allow yourself sufficient time to have your application processed if yo are applying for a 

new passport or renewing an expired passport. Refer to the U.S. Department of State for further details.

In addition, Guests 17 years of age or younger may be required to show additional documentation when traveling with a single parent.

If you are not a U.S. citizen, please check with the Spain Embassy for information on documentation requirements.

Passport/Visa Services

You can apply for a passport and/or visa through CIBT, Inc., a third party travel document company servicing the travel industry (not affiliated with the 

Walt Disney Company). Learn more or call CIBT at (800) 406-1523. Be sure to mention Adventures by Disney, account #55134, for special pricing 

options.

PLEASE NOTE: ADDITIONAL CHARGES WILL APPLY FOR TELEPHONE CALLS made to access CIBT specialists.

What to Pack

Please limit your baggage to one piece of luggage per person plus one carry-on. With frequent security changes, we recommend that you check with 

your air carrier as well as the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) for current restrictions.

Since a majority of your adventure will take place outdoors, attire for your adventure should be casual and comfortable.

The following is a list of clothing and other items you may want to bring:

Clothing
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Miscellaneous

Weather

Visit weather.com for the most up to date weather information for your vacation dates and destinations.

The Adventures by Disney Vacation Protection Plan
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• Jeans or long shirts

• Dress/skirt (optional)

• Shorts

• Lightweight rain jacket

• Hat/visor/sun hat

• Swimsuit

• Comfortable/sturdy-soled walking shoes

• Closed-toed shoes

• Sandals

• Warm sweater

• Passport

• Valid photo ID

• Medication

• Camera/video camera

• Extra film/memory cards

• Sunglasses

• Sunscreen

• Umbrella

• Extra batteries or charger

• Universal power adapter/converter

• Cell phone charger
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Protect your vacation investment with coverage for trip cancellation and interruption, reimbursement for trip delays, medical protection, baggage 

protection and 24-hour assistance. This inclusive Travel Insurance offered by Adventures by Disney is underwritten by Arch Insurance Company—and 

is as easy as a phone call to learn more about and then purchase.

Get details about the Adventures by Disney Vacation Protection Plan.

EN ROUTE

Arrival/Departure Information

After arriving at Barcelona Airport (BCN), you may pass through Immigration and Passport Control. This is dependent on your departure city and where 

your flight connections were. Follow airport signage to Baggage Claim and retrieve your luggage. Exit Baggage Claim and pass through Customs into 

the main terminal where you will see an Adventures by Disney representitve holding an orange sign. The representative is available to assist you with 

your luggage and will escort you to your pre-arranged ground transportation to your hotel. At the end of your adventure, you will fly out of Barcelona 

Airport (BCN) for your return flight home or go to the Port of Barcelona to continue your adventure aboard your Disney Cruise Line ship.

DURING YOUR ADVENTURE

Currency

The unit of currency in Spain is the Euro. U.S. dollars are not accepted at all hotels, shops or restaurants, but ATMs are available in most places. Most 

hotels and restaurants accept major credit cards or debit cards. Your Adventure Guide can help you with any local currency issues that may arise.

Gratuities

Adventure Guide Gratuities

Gratuities for your Adventure Guides are not included. Based on the quality of service you have received, we suggest the following gratuity guidelines. 

Please note that this is for each member of your traveling party, per Adventure Guide, per day. 

Per Adult/Child/Per Adventure Guide/Per Day—$9 - $11 USD 

Example: 

For a 4-day adventure, the Adventure Guide gratuity per Guest, per Adventure Guide: $36 - $44 USD. 
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A family of 4 for a 4-day adventure: $144 - $176 USD per Adventure Guide. For 2 Adventure Guides, the total is: $288 - $352. 

The Adventure Guides’ gratuity can be paid in U.S dollars or local currency.

Language

While the primary language in Spain is Spanish, most people speak some English. Your Adventure Guide can help you with any language barriers.
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Frequently Asked Questions

How do I book my Adventures by Disney vacation?

To book your vacation, please call our Reservation Center at (800) 543-0865 and speak with a Vacationista or contact your Travel Agent. 

If you are outside the U.S., please call (866) 983-7872 and speak with a Vacationista or contact your Travel Agent.

Do I need vaccines to travel to this country?

If you are a U.S. citizen, you do not need vaccinations to travel to Spain. If you are not a U.S. citizen, please check the Centers for Disease Control 

website for your local requirements on vaccinations for travel to Denmark.

What airport do I fly in and out of?

ARRIVAL: You will fly into Barcelona Airport (BCN) on your arrival day. Your flight should arrive before 3:00 PM. 

DEPARTURE: At the end of your adventure, you will fly out of Barcelona Airport (BCN) for your return flight home or you will be transported to the Port 

of Barcelona where you will board your Disney Cruise Line ship to continue your vacation.

Are transfers included if I arrive or depart from different locations or at different times from the itinerary?

No. Transfers are only included from the specified arrival/departure airports and hotels.

Can I extend my vacation beyond the Adventures by Disney itinerary?

Yes, you may stay in Barcelona before or after your Adventures by Disney itinerary, however Adventures by Disney does not offer pre- or post-stays 

for this itinerary package, so any additional stay will be on your own and at your expense. 

Guests may also continue their adventure with a Disney Cruise Line cruise with an Adventures by Disney package. 

Please contact a Vacationista at (800) 543-0865 for further information.

How will our group travel between destinations?

Your group will travel by motor coach and mini coach between destinations in Barcelona.

How strenuous are the activities?

Though the majority of the trip's featured activities are not too strenuous if you participate on an individual basis, engaging in the full range of 
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scheduled events does require a moderate level of stamina in order to appreciate everything your vacation offers. Some activities and tours require a 

fair amount of walking, often exceeding 2 miles.

What ages are appropriate for this adventure?

While we welcome children ages 4 and up at the time of travel to discover the stories of the world with us, we recommend that children be at least 6 

years old at the time of travel on our Adventures by Disney Spain: Barcelona Short Escape. This is based on several factors, such as flight time and jet 

lag, time zone differences in the destination, extended hours of daily activity programming, number of internal transports between experiences, 

potential for extreme temperatures in the summer months, and amount of physical activity involved. Because each child is different, please call us at 

(800) 543-0865 to discuss whether this is the right trip for your kids.

What types of meals are served on this Adventures by Disney Trip?

Lunches while on shore usually include fish, meat, and pasta or rice entrées and vegetables along with salad, cheese, desserts and fruit. Some of the 

meals included on this trip are served buffet style while others offer a limited-choice menu. Given the nature of group travel, we regret that á la carte

menu choices may not always be available. Children-friendly choices are available at all meals. Menu items are subject to change due to the 

availability and seasonality of foods.

Is alcohol included with meals?

Alcoholic beverages are typically not included with your scheduled meals. However, you may purchase them at your own expense.

Can you accommodate special dietary needs?

Adventures by Disney will make a reasonable effort to accommodate some special dietary needs at no additional charge. Unfortunately, we may not 

be able to accommodate all special dietary needs requested. For more information, please call us at (800) 543-0865.

Is this itinerary appropriate for travelers with special needs?

Please note that this vacation includes activities that may present certain challenges to Guests with special needs. It is strongly recommended that 

persons requiring assistance be accompanied by a companion who is capable of and totally responsible for providing assistance. Neither Adventures 

by Disney nor its suppliers may physically lift or assist Guests onto transportation vehicles. Please contact us at (800) 543-0865 to discuss your needs.

What if Adventures by Disney cancels the adventure prior to departure?

Cancellation terms different than the standard Adventures by Disney cancellation terms apply to this Adventures by Disney vacation. Please call (800) 

543-0865 for details.

Is travel insurance available?
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Yes, you can protect your vacation investment by adding the Adventures by Disney Vacation Protection Plan to your reservation. 

Get details about the Adventures by Disney Vacation Protection Plan.
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